CONNECT SYNC SCALE
HDMI TO SDI

HDMI to SDI converter with up-down SD/HD conversion, frame rate conversion, frame synchronizer built-in and reference synchronization connection.

Included
Mounting Ears

€398
EX TAX

Input
HDMI  SDI 12G/6G  SDI 3G  SD/HD-SDI  BNC (REF)  LTC  Analog Video  Stereo Minijack  Fiber

Processing / Physical
Scale to HDp60  Sync  Embed Timecode  i>p Conversion  Lockable HDMI

Output
HDMI  SDI 12G/6G  SDI 3G  SD/HD-SDI  BNC (REF)  LTC  Analog Video  Stereo Minijack  Fiber